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Costello & Sons Improves
Exchange Recovery

with Mimosa
A  Pe r s o n a l  A c c o u n t  by

S t eve  Pe r r y, E x c h a n g e  A dm i n i s t r a t o r

LIKE
all organizations that use e-mail, Costello & Sons has seen
a dramatic rise in e-mail usage as a business communica-

tion tool and also as a container for business critical information. This
increase placed a severe demand on Exchange Server for recovery and
storage management. Each day we send and receive thousands of new
messages, steadily increasing Exchange storage costs and Exchange
recovery time. The difficult challenge I was facing at Costello was
how to balance the needs of our end users who desired limitless mail-
box capacity with the practical demands of managing Exchange stor-
age and recovery.

In this article I will describe how Costello & Sons Inc. (CSI),
addressed its major problems of Exchange recovery and Exchange stor-
age management. CSI is a specialty insurance provider located in
Northern California that markets insurance for technology companies
and affluent homeowners. Like every organization, we count on secure
and reliable access to all our business records, including e-mail mes-
sages, to deliver the highest possible service to our customers.

When I went shopping for improved Exchange management solu-
tions, I heard about a new company called Mimosa Systems and
decided to try its software solution. Mimosa Systems had recently
introduced a new product called NearPoint™ for Microsoft® Exchange
Server. The following is an account of the challenges we faced with
Exchange and the resolution to those challenges we achieved after
installing the NearPoint solution.

First, let me give you a little background about my duties at CSI. I
am the Director of IT and an experienced Exchange Administrator.
From personal experience I know first hand all the problems that can
arise with Exchange and I am very familiar with all the conventional
Exchange recovery methods. So far my experience at CSI has been
smooth with only a single hardware failure on a RAID controller and
one corruption problem. However, I knew that the native Exchange
recovery tools were too complex and time consuming to meet my
recovery objectives. I needed a new way to replicate Exchange Server
in some intelligent way for improved Exchange recovery.

CSI’s Exchange environment consists of a single Exchange 2003
Server with 45 mailboxes and 32GB of total data. The data contained
in Exchange is very important and consists of valuable business critical
information relating to CSI’s insurance business.

All the users at CSI are “power-users” averaging almost 1GB of stor-
age each in Exchange. The amount of storage they are consuming is
increasing exponentially. When I inherited the environment, mailbox
quotas had not been initiated and I felt that introducing them would cre-
ate a negative impact on user productivity. I attempted to off load some
of the burden on the Exchange server by implementing archiving to
Personal Store files (.PST), but .PST files are a source of potential cor-
ruption and loss of important information. What I wanted to do is move
data off the Exchange Server to centralized archive storage and get rid
of .PST files all together. An ideal solution would immediately reduce
total Exchange storage and help manage storage capacity long term
without relying on risky .PST files.

When researching for an e-mail data management solution I was
hoping to find a single Exchange recovery and storage management
product to avoid the cost and complexity of running multiple solutions
and I needed to manage our Exchange environment in a manner that
was cost effective. From past experience I knew that managing multi-
ple solutions for Exchange recovery, archive and management is com-
plex, unreliable and costly. Ideally I wanted a single solution for all my
Exchange data management needs.

After reviewing other products, I decided to try Mimosa
NearPoint. Mimosa NearPoint is an Exchange specific software
solution that runs on standard Intel hardware and provides deep
integration with Exchange and Outlook. It is disk-based and lever-
ages commodity storage, such as SATA RAID, to provide continu-
ous data protection and access to archived data from multiple
Exchange Servers. Deployment went very smoothly, because no
agents were required on Exchange or the desktop clients. I was
excited to see a product that was so well integrated with Exchange
and so easy to operate.
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After installation, I found that NearPoint addressed all of my problems
beginning with Exchange Recovery. For Exchange recovery, NearPoint
provided me with tools to recover Exchange at all levels, including data-
base, mailbox and message level data. The method that NearPoint uses to
protect Exchange data is called One Pass Protection™. With a single pass
of the Exchange Server using the Extensible Storage Engine (ESE) Full
Backup Application Programming Interface (API), One Pass Protection
performs a full copy of the Exchange database and stores all the Exchange
database files on the NearPoint server ready at any time for recovery.

One Pass Protection keeps the Exchange database files up-to-date by
continuously copying Exchange Log Files to the NearPoint server
where they are applied to the full database replica. If and when a crash
or corruption to Exchange occurs, the full Exchange replica is ready for
immediate recovery. I have had a lot of experience with recovering
Exchange Servers and I cannot tell you how excited I was when I saw
how fast Exchange recovery is performed now.

In addition to full database recovery, NearPoint provided individual
mailbox and message level restore capability. I perform mailbox restores
using the NearPoint Administration Console and the entire process is
performed with just “two-clicks.” I can restore an entire mailbox in just
seconds and avoid the time and hassle of restoring from tape. Users
restore messages themselves (not me!) via Outlook. I was pleased that I
no longer had to assist users to find and restore individual messages.

The second major problem I faced was to manage Exchange data
long term without using .PST files or forcing users to delete old mail.
The Mimosa feature for managing Exchange storage is called Mailbox
Extension. Mailbox Extension is an automated, policy driven process
that removes weighty attachment files from Exchange and replaces
them with small ‘stub-files.’ Using the NearPoint Mailbox Extension
feature, I was able to immediately reduce my total Exchange storage by
over 50%. This had an immediate benefit on recovery by reducing the
amount of data. It also sharply reduced the amount of data per mailbox,
allowing my users more capacity for e-mail. No longer were .PST files
necessary to carry the extra e-mail capacity. Self-Service Access is
available for every user via Outlook and provides multiple methods to
efficiently search for e-mail messages, reply and forward messages and
optionally restore messages back to Exchange.

I am very pleased with the reduction in Exchange Storage size I
achieved using NearPoint. Not only does it benefit Exchange recovery
but I am confident that I can continue to provide my end users with the
mailbox capacity they need without overburdening Exchange Server or
forcing users to store e-mail in risky .PST files.

I achieved all of my goals for improved Exchange recovery and long
term e-mail archival using Mimosa NearPoint. Risk of service stoppage
and lengthy recovery was eliminated by using the fast disk-based
NearPoint Exchange recovery tools. After deploying Mailbox
Extension, my end users now have excess mailbox capacity and enjoy
easy access to all their e-mail data in a single location. Costello end
user productivity has improved by eliminating the time wasted search-
ing for lost messages and managing .PST files.

Mimosa NearPoint has made a lot of people very happy in my organ-
ization by improving their ability to manage their entire e-mail history.
It is comforting to me to know that CSI is getting full productivity out
of Exchange Server and is supporting its business goals as best possi-
ble with this solution.  

NaSPA member Steve Perry works for Costello & Sons.
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FIGURE 1: NEARPOINT SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATES WITH MICROSOFT
OUTLOOK, ALLOWING USERS SELF-SERVICE ACCESS™ TO ALL
ARCHIVED E-MAIL, CALENDAR ITEMS, CONTACTS, AND OTHER
MESSAGE TYPES.


